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A Method Of Baiting In Internet Journalism; Fear And Threat Journalism

Abstract
With the forced migration of traditional media to the internet environment, rating competition in televisions and circulation competition in newspapers have become the competition of being the most-clicked on the internet. In fact, this competition was seen as a struggle to survive for news sites. However, this approach worked up producing/making news with the “no matter how, as long as it is clicked” logic in internet journalism. Especially headlines were started to be created in a way which threaten, frighten and cause concern in the reader, beyond arousing curiosity. Unfortunately, this understanding meant ignoring the journalism principles and ethical orders as well as deceiving the readers. In these kind of news reports which are produced with the concern of being widely clicked and read, readers are literally forced to read those news reports since an expectation is created for them by using titles that are more assertive than it already is, which generally address to the feelings of the reader and discuss subjects that are controversial in terms of newsworthiness. In the news, frightening, worrisome, disconcerting and over-thrilling language and wording are used as well as misleading information and noncompliance between the title and the content. The news reports that are produced with this understanding deceive the readers and discredit internet journalism and internet news.

The aim of this study is to put forward the creation of a new journalism understanding which frightens, almost threatens and causes worry in the reader (compels them to read) in internet journalism. Within the scope of the research, 5 most followed internet sites in Turkey, according to the web traffic measurements of Alexa (Top Sites in Turkey) for December 2018, were monitored for 2 months. The compliance between the titles and news reports in these news sites were analyzed along with the language and wording, by examining certain news reports that are created and published in a way which threatens, frightens, causes anxiety or worry in the reader. The literature related to the subject was utilized as well.
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1. Introduction
The innovations that internet journalism provide to the mass media are undoubtedly revolutionary. Media have probably reached its final point in terms of speed which is one of the most important elements of mass media in particular. Incidents that take place almost everywhere in the world can be transmitted to other people and sometimes to the masses in an instant by individuals in many media platforms, notably in social media. This kind of individual annunciation and breaking the news do not bear an institutional qualification and these are performed actively. However, there are certain internet news sites that people follow regularly in order to receive news and information on a daily basis or even instantaneously. These news sites usually present news about routine progresses to their readers/followers. However, almost all of the news sites perform this. For this reason, certain news sites try to practice several new and different methods while presenting news in order to be different, to keep their current readers, to acquire new readers and thus, to reach more click rates. In this way, they could present routine news as if they were different (so to say) from other news sites and catch the opportunity to be followed more. Actually, the basis of these initiatives is to be visited more and, of course, to be clicked more. Because in today’s conditions the sole criterion and proof of being “good” or “successful” of news sites are these purposes.

Normally, in journalism, subjects should be chosen in accordance with the subjects which have the most public interest and concern the majority of the people while determining the news that would be published. Yet, in internet journalism, the basic approach is to choose subjects which are ostensibly interesting and catchy, notably as frightening, worrisome, concerning, raising curiosity and even threatening. Furthermore, most of these subjects are artificially created subjects. Internet journalism, in fact, makes up news reports which fit purpose instead of reporting news. The news reports which are produced with this understanding pursue a whole different goal apart from providing information. “Click-oriented news presentation which presents news titles and visuals that accompany them and created in order to increase the click rate, is a content-managed stylistic news practice which seeks the answer for the question, how to get maximum number of clicks with the existing material
instead of the question, how the news could be transmitted to the reader in the simplest and most correct way.” (Özyal, 2016: 278). This understanding causes news reports to be presented as products which are wrapped as commercial commodities or as tempting. Internet journalism has difficulty in carrying on for reasons such as cannot evidencing its maturity as a genuine news reports field, lack of regular income, not being institutionalized and not possessing a precise legal ground. This situation causes ignoring many journalism rules, notably ethical principles, under the name of different presentations in internet journalism. These kind of news reports which are tried to be produced with the purpose of deriving a profit directly or indirectly, become deceiving, threatening, frightening, worrying and causing anxiety instead of raising curiosity in the readers. This situation causes the creation of fear journalism. Internet journalism which struggles to survive in today’s conditions has ignored many social and professional principles and values and has adopted a way of deriving profit over the certain (sociological-psychological) tendencies of people for the sake of being widely read/clicked. One of these tendencies is fear. In fact, fear or being scared is a situation human beings are inclined to by nature. Human beings react to negative situations faster due to their creation. This situation is a natural reflex that develops automatically in order to survive. In other words, human beings are prone to perceive and to react towards threat. In this context, “Fear is a mental reaction and the natural universal situation of affection that living beings demonstrate towards the things they perceive, see or think, imagine or the dangerous and threatful situation, person, object, incident and phenomenon they design.” Fear is regarded as the focalizing, accumulation and concentration of anxiety towards a situation, person, object, incident or phenomenon.” (Köknel, 2004, s.16). When evaluated in this respect, it can be stated that humans tend to eliminate incident or incidents that threaten their current situation or their comfort. Using titles and statements which would mean ‘you will lose if you don’t read this’, ‘you will miss lots of things if you don’t click this’, ‘you will regret if you don’t look at this’, ‘it would be a mistake if you don’t learn this’ create a sense of anxiety in the reader instead of curiosity. Therefore, the reaction and the interest that would stimulate the feeling and emotion towards these news can be higher.
Focusing on fear culture by the media, including cinema industry, verifies this situation. “Horror becomes more and more emerging trend within popular culture. The horror is accepted as an industry all around the world, especially in the USA. The horror industry – as it’s called in USA – is an essential part of communication networks and magazine industry. As the provider and the controller of the communication industry as a means of control, hyperpowers create horror aiming the big cities. For the city-dwellers, who wants to read and watch more materials, the horror gets transformed into a provided entertainment industry and a target audience gets created, who continuously demand horror. When it’s analyzed down to its sources, some kind of a social model created by language reveals itself. The imagery that is exaggerated to present the current issues and attract attention creates a hypnotic effect by positioning everything else as “viewer”, “observer” or “voyeur” (Torun, 2018:63). Therefore, people are forced to show interest in the presentations for the sake of “not suffering damage”, “not regretting”, “not missing the opportunity”, “not to fall behind” etc.

2. The problems that emerge along with internet journalism

A great deal of problems, violation of ethical principles and values in traditional media have also moved to the internet. As a matter of fact, certain innovations and technical opportunities that are provided by the system have caused these problems to increase. Either in conventional publishing or in new media platforms, mass media which are expected to inform the public by looking out for the public interest, unfortunately violate the basic principles of journalism due to certain reasons (political, economical, ideological etc.). The solution of these problems and violations in a field where legal restriction is not suitable and possible is quite difficult to find and seems possible only with vocational supervision. In this context, the protection of basic values stated in The Declaration of Right and Liability of Turkish Journalists is extremely important. The practices apart from and contrary to these basic values are, at the same time, unethical practices in media. These values are; ‘Acquiring the trust of the society’, ‘Not being an instrument to conflict of interest’, Not obtaining free opportunities’, ‘Being
moderate in relationships with the news sources, not mixing up with a relationship based on self-interest and emotions’, ‘Absence of mistakes that are performed as a result of carelessness in the news (reasons that cause mistakes are; timelessness, working fast, publishing the news of a different news source without controlling it, negligence, being unprofessional)’, ‘Not reporting made up or fake news’ and ‘Not interfering with private life’. At this point interfering with the privacy and the exploitation of private life with the justification of the right to know the truth of public is an important ethical issue which is frequently encountered in the media. The essential point here is to look out for the absolute public interest. 'The relationship of broadcasting corporations with business relations and profit resources’, Impartial and objective journalism’, ‘Not oppressing journalists’, ‘Not making news on demand’, ‘Not producing advertising-oriented news’, ‘Not accepting free opportunities and gifts by which journalists acquire due to their profession’, ‘Consulting to honest ways while acquiring news by the journalist’, Not writing the news in a way which would cause the news to be misunderstood; not making deductions, additions and/or making news in which title-spot-photographs are in compliance with’, ‘Not crooking the incidents for the sake of producing exciting news’, ‘Not publishing images and articles that constitute a contradiction to the public morality’, ‘Not plagiarizing other journalists’ news, article and photographs’, ‘Defend the interests of the majority of society, opposing exploitation, looking out for the public interest in the news’, ‘Not exploiting religious emotions, not being racist, not publishing news and articles that would humiliate other races and/or nations’, ‘Not taking credit for another person’s news’, ‘Avoiding slander, insult and malignity’, ‘Respect to the right of correction and reply’, ‘Respect to professional secrets’… Media organizations or journalists violet these ethical rules and principles by various ways notably because of commercial concerns and monopolization. (Gürcan, 2005: 42-43).

Today’s internet journalism has a reverse situation in the protection of these basic values. Since internet journalism hasn’t developed yet in terms of the aforementioned reasons, plenty of principles and values are violated. It is possible to state some of them as: ‘Lack of editor control’, in other words, not performing quality control for the news and articles, 'Publishing the content
prematurely’, the lack of time and place restriction, which is one of the opportunities provided by the internet (opportunity to report news from everywhere), and publishing the news before the information about the news reports are certain or reviewed in order to report the news quickly and this can be evaluated as an ethical problem in terms of reporting accurately. ‘Deceiving title’, using an exaggerated, striking and even fake title which is not directly related to the news in order to make the news to be read more. ‘Gallery news’, reporting the news as sentence by sentence under each photograph in order to increase the number of clicks and to keep the reader in the news/site longer. This situation causes the failure of news integrity as well as wasting the time of the reader. ‘Hypertext’, presenting excessively redundant and detailed information about the subject since the space is not an issue in internet journalism. This situation causes the subject to be incomprehensible, beyond wasting the time of the reader. Whereas one of the duties of journalism is to summarize the news and to make it simple and comprehensible. ‘Corruption of the language (spelling mistakes)’, the way of wording may cause a corruption in the language which originates from making the news to be more interesting and using the language carelessly. ‘News on demand (targets a person, an institution or an establishment)’ making news reports that serve a purpose apart from public interest due to the benefits of the publisher or in accordance with the demands of another person. Similarly, reporting news that are intended to publicize a commodity or a service for money. ‘News plagiarism’, publishing the news which was published in another site by changing some of the sentences so that it won’t be a matter of lawsuit, is an important ethical problem. ‘The difference of advertisement and news (secret advertisement)’, presenting the advertisement to the reader in the form of video or picture unpredictably in the news site, in news link or within the news. ‘Hate speech (usage of slang-swears)’, presenting irresponsible behaviors in the news or in another contents, thinking that the internet is a free or an uncontrolled field. ‘Not indicating the sources’ is an ethical issue in internet journalism either the source has been acquired from the agencies or from another place. Internet journalists present the news that they haven’t endeavored as if it is their own news. ‘Photomontage’, manipulating the materials or the images of the news in order to make purposeful news or to make the news suitable for a purpose. ‘Being
exposed to advertisement obligatorily’, advertisements are imposed to readers who click to a link in order to read the news on internet news sites either as images or videos. Advertisements are imposed upon the readers who want to read the news. This approach of which the reader does not have the right to choose is quite disruptive. ‘Invasion of privacy (the exploitation of private life)’ is being insensitive towards right of privacy due to reasons such as the difficulty of censoring the internet, the possibility of setting up another news site when the other one is closed and insufficient punishment for the committed actions. ‘Pretending to be a journalist by people who are not journalists’, journalism is an occupation which has rules, principles and special practices in itself and has tremendous responsibility towards the society. Therefore, attempting to be a journalist by buying a domain name on the internet by the people who didn’t receive a certain education causes important ethical problems in internet journalism.

This and similar practices decrease the confidence in internet news, cause certain social sufferings and causes a worrisome situation in terms of the future of internet journalism. It would be beneficial to evaluate the reflection of these aforementioned ethical issues in terms of readers and society in internet journalism (Araslı, 2011:48). Internet journalism which is rapidly changing towards an unlimited, irresponsible and unprincipled publishing, presents a new way of journalism through the fears of people. In this kind of news; the news reports are fictionalized by twisting the incidents, using exaggerated titles and changing the images and they are presented to the reader by changing it into a fit-for-purpose ‘commodity’.

3. The Research

In this research, it was revealed that internet news sites which adopt different ways and methods in order to prove themselves, to acquire more click rates and thus increase their profitability by taking more advertisements, embraced a new journalism understanding which frightens and threatens the reader and causes worry (compels them to read), with sample incidents and numeric data.
3.1. The Aim and the Importance of the Research

The ‘new journalism’ understanding which emerged with the movement of traditional journalism to the internet, corrupted the journalism with various practices and made it different from its purpose. Thus, both the content, essence, purpose of the journalism and the confidence of the reader to the news reports are damaged. This ‘new’ kind of news reports which are created for various interests, have become distant from the ‘informing the society’ function. It is concerning for internet journalism since these ‘fake’ news reports which prevent the people to acquire accurate, easy and fast news, are inclined to become more and more popular. The aim of this study is to reveal the creation of a new journalism understanding which threatens and frightens the reader and causes worry in the reader (compels them to read).

3.2. The Method of the Research

Within the scope of the research, 5 most followed internet sites in Turkey, according to the web traffic measurements of Alexa (Top Sites in Turkey) for December 2018, were monitored (by excluding the weekends and public holidays) for 2 months. The language and the tone in the news along with the compliance/noncompliance between the title and the news reports in these news sites were analyzed with sample news by examining certain news reports that were published in a style which threatens, frightens the reader and causes anxiety and concern in the reader. News examinations in internet news sites involve news headlines. Samples about the subject were limited to 5 (five) pieces.

3.3. The Most Followed News Sites

In the determination of the most followed news sites, the number of visitors to the news sites was taken as a basis. In this context, the number of visitors to the news sites showed differences on a daily basis. According to the data of Alexa on the date of December 18, 2018, when the research has commenced, the most followed news site in Turkey was www.ensonhaber.com. The following sites were www.hurriyet.com.tr, www.milliyet.com.tr, www.yenisafak.com and www.mynet.com, respectively.
Image 1: The general and country ranking of ensonhaber.com according to the data of Alexa. As it can be seen in Image 1, www.ensonhaber.com ranked 392nd in the world and 5th in Turkey in the most visited sites ranking. As it can be understood from the graphic, the number of visitors decreased from the beginning of 2018 until the midyear, but it continuously increased from July, 2018 to the end of the year.

Image 2: The general and country ranking of hurriyet.com.tr according to the data of Alexa. As it can be seen in Image 2, www.hurriyet.com.tr ranked 594th in the world and 10th in Turkey in the most visited sites ranking. As it can be understood
from the graphic, the site experienced a decrease in terms of the number of
visitors from the beginning of 2018 until the midyear, had a serious increase in
September but the number of visitors continuously decreased from October to
the end of the year.

**Image 3:** The general and country ranking of milliyet.com.tr according to the
data of Alexa.
As it can be seen in Image 3, www.milliyet.com.tr had a zigzagging graphic in
terms of visitors in 2018. The site ranked 744th in the world and 17th in Turkey
in the most visited sites ranking. According to the graphic, while the site had
steady visitors at the first quarter of the year, the number of visitors decreased
in July, increased until the last quarter of 2018 and decreased again towards the
end of the year.
Image 4: The general and country ranking of yenisafak.com according to the data of Alexa.
As it can be seen in Image 4, www.yenisafak.com ranked 879th in the world and 19th in Turkey in the most visited sites ranking. According to the graphic, the site was visited a lot in midyear, on the contrary to the other news sites, but experienced decreases at the early and late months of the year.

Image 5: The general and country ranking of mynet.com according to the data of Alexa.
As it can be seen in Image 4, www.mynet.com ranked 948th in the world and 20th in Turkey in the most visited sites ranking. According to the graphic, the site experienced a substantial increase from the first month of 2018 until the last quarter of the year, peaked in September and demonstrated a decrease towards the end of the year.

3.4. Examinations of Sample News

Sample 1:

A news report in milliyet.com.tr on the date of January 16, 2019 was given with the title, “This concerns millions! Those who won’t cancel… in a week are in big trouble!’ The statement, “This concerns millions!” in the headline seems to indicate that the news report may concern every visitor in the site and the statement “those who won’t cancel are in big trouble” indicate that missing this incident-report would cost to the visitor. There wasn’t any information about the content of the incident in the news title. The report gave a message of “you are in big trouble”, as if threatening the reader. But when the report was read it was seen that there will have been an enforcement for the banks which won’t cancel credit cards, rather than an incident that concerned citizens. Thus, the title of the report was completely false and intended to deceive the reader.

When we clicked the link in the site, the news report was as follows;

“Newsflash: This concerns millions! The banks which won’t cancel credit cards...

The banks which raise difficulties in card cancellation, during the restructuring of credit card debts will be followed. A legal action will be taken against the banks which won’t cancel the cards.
Restructuring of credit card debts with low interest rates which was initiated with Ziraat Bank and followed by Vakıfbank, heated up the finance markets. Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency (BRSA) started to closely monitor banks which raise difficulty for the cancellation of the card. A legal action will be taken against the banks which raise difficulties and won’t cancel the cards within a week after the consumer applies for the cancellation of the card.

Income Adjustment to the Cards
Cards that were given with high limits will be adjusted to the level of income. A person who carries a card with a limit of 50 thousand lira which exceeds one’s income, will be able to get a card suitable for one’s income when benefited from restructuring. The consumers will get another credit card if their limits are sufficient. A new credit card will be granted by Ziraat Bank if the consumers desire so, after the debt of the card is paid off. If the consumer does not desire, a new card won’t be granted. While the restructured card will be invalid, the consumers will be able to use their other cards. The monthly installment which will be paid along with the consumer’s other debts will be as 75% of the consumer’s income.

Does This Involve Future Installments?
The restructuring of credit card debts does not involve future installments that are not in the credit card receipt. Only the installments that reflect on the receipt are restructured in installment shopping. For example, 10 thousand lira was withdrawn from the credit card as installment cash. It will only involve two installments if they are paid off in the receipt of November, December 2018. Credit support won’t be provided for 8-month of installments that is not reflected on the receipt. People who are not in the files that were sent to asset management companies or are followed with legal proceedings won’t be able to benefit from this opportunity.”
Sample 2:

A news report in mynet.com on January 10, 2019 was given with the title, “The Police Warned! It Concerns Everybody: Call 155, immediately!” and it seemed to aim to raise discontent and anxiety. Furthermore, using a title as “It Concerns Everyone” caused/should have caused fear for everyone. In the title, the expression “The Police” was used instead of Provincial Directorate of Security in order to expand the influence area of the report. When the link to the report was clicked, it was understood that the statement was made by Giresun Provincial Directorate of Security. Thus, the report was in fact local. The site changed the wording of the report in order to make it an incident that concerns everybody and to make it to be clicked by more people.

When we clicked to the link in the site, the news report was as follows;

“Now it is ‘Tanker Bank’, after the Çiftlik Bank! The police warned. Giresun Provincial Directorate of Security warned about an ‘aggravated fraud’ by making a statement on the official website. Giresun Provincial Directorate of Security warned about a fraud that is performed with a name called as ‘Tanker Bank’.

“It Has Great Importance to Notify 155, Immediately”

The statement was, “Aggravated fraud which is performed with the promise of earning exorbitant sum of money by a pyramid scheme called as ‘Tanker Bank’ has appeared on printed and visual media. It is advised to our citizens to be careful against these organizations or people who promise wealth either on internet or social life so as not to incur material and non-material losses and to contact Police Emergency Line 155 immediately in the case of encountering an incident or victimization. Respectfully Announced to the Public.”

Vanished into Thin Air with 70 Million Lira

After the ‘Çiftlik Bank’ incident which was created with a pyramid scheme, this time ‘Tanker Bank’ emerged. Mustafa Ç. who started 5 years ago and bought imaginary tanker and operated on behalf of shareholders, vanished into thin air...
with 70 million lira. Tanker Bank victim, H.E. stated that, “He collected money by saying, ‘You just trust Allah first and then me’”.

Sample 3:

The title of a news report which was published on hurriyet.com.tr on January 16, 2019 was given as “A vital warning for those who will travel on airplane, Don’t buy a ticket at 19:00!” The title of the news report which was thought to give important information about air travel of which many people are anxious about, was prepared in a style which would worry many readers. But when the link for the news report was clicked it was seen that the methods for buying cheap tickets were stated in the so-called news report with a gallery of 49 photographs. When the news report was clicked, there was a statement “Airplane ticket search engine Skyscanner gave striking clues for those who want to travel on airplane and will buy an airplane ticket. You must read it...”, next to the first picture that the reader encountered.
Sample 4:

A news report which was given with the title “This concerns millions, Those who won’t do this are in big trouble, The prices...” on milliyet.com.tr on January 30, 2019 seemed as if it was about a very important warning to the readers. As it can be understood from the title, those who wouldn’t care for the warnings in the content of the news report are “in big trouble”, according to the report. But when the link for the news report was clicked a statement was seen as, “Tomorrow is the last day for this year’s first installment payment of Motor Vehicle Tax (MVT). Those who don’t want to pay interest of default should pay their first MVT installment for their vehicle by the end of business day tomorrow.

Sample 5:
The title of a news report that was published on hurriyet.com.tr on January 08, 2019 seemed to aim all of the internet users. When the title with the warning “Even Google can’t enter, Don’t you ever enter this site out of curiosity” was clicked, the reader was directed to a gallery with 37 photographs of which the reader could not get an idea about the content. This report popped up to the readers who clicked the link in order to read it:

“Even Google can’t access: Be careful against the Dark Web danger!
What is Deep Web which has no end? What is inside of Deep Web (Dark Web)? Why Deep Web is dangerous?
Even Google can’t access: Be careful against the Dark Web danger!
We hear more from Deep Web lately. Because scary and secret things are tempting. More importantly, Deep Web includes 90% of the internet world, the 10% includes the websites that Google can access.”

3.5. The Statistics of News Reports Which Were Written with the Tones of Concerning, Frightening, Threatening etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>News sites</th>
<th>The number of examined headlines</th>
<th>The number of concerning, frightening, threatening etc. news</th>
<th>The rate of these news on headline(s) (%)</th>
<th>The number of gallery news</th>
<th>The rate of gallery in concerning, frightening, threatening etc. news (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ensonhaber.com</td>
<td>840</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milliyet.com.tr</td>
<td>714</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>14.28%</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>26.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurriyet.com.tr</td>
<td>840</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>11.42%</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>47.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yenisafak.com</td>
<td>714</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.12%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mynet.com</td>
<td>1,008</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>12.69%</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.68%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1: The number of concerning, frightening, threatening etc. news and statistics of the most followed sites.
In Table 1, statistics of news sites that are followed the most in Turkey were given. As it can be understood from the table, except for ensonhaber.com and yenisafak.com, 3 news sites publish news report that threatens, frightens, concerns the reader and causes worry in the reader, which is also the subject of our study. As it can also be understood from the table, one of at least 10 news reports in these 3 news sites are in this tone. In other words, at least two of the headlines of these news sites are written in this tone.
When the statistics of news sites are evaluated, these 3 news sites present some of their news as gallery news, furthermore, hurriyet.com.tr publishes almost half of its news reports that are written in this tone as gallery news. The main reason for presenting the news as gallery news is to demonstrate high number of visitors by making the reader click more than once (as much as the number of gallery-photograph).

Conclusion and Evaluation

Fundamentally, journalism is an occupation which serves for public interest. It is expected from journalism to be sensitive while informing the society accurately, punctually and as easy-to-reach. Changes and transformations provided by the new technologies became prominent in journalism as they also had in many fields and caused journalism to migrate to the internet environment. However, this situation caused a differentiation in journalism especially in its writing and presentation. Internet news sites have tried and are trying completely different methods of news writing and presentations in order to hold on in this new environment, to increase the number of readers and to gain profit commercially. Unfortunately, this new type of journalism does not comply with any rule or principal. This study was conducted in order to reveal the creation of a new journalism understanding in internet journalism which has started to be used more recently and frightens, threatens the reader and causes concern in the reader by arousing curiosity.
When the study is examined generally, it can be understood that 3 out of 5 news sites that are followed the most in Turkey according to the data of Alexa publish
news that tricks, deceives and frightens readers instead of informing them. It can be observed that these news sites include at least one news report that is written in this tone almost every day in their headlines and when it is evaluated proportionately, one of 6-7 news report is created in this way.

Within the scope of the research a total of 4119 news reports, 840 news reports from ensonhaber.com, 714 news reports from milliyet.com.tr, 840 from hurriyet.com.tr, 714 from yenisa\text{f}ak.com and 1008 from mynet.com, were examined for 2 months in the most followed 5 internet news sites and it was determined that 344 of these news reports were written in a style which frighten, concern and cause anxiety in the reader instead of arousing curiosity, which is the subject of this study. In the examination it was observed that the most followed news site in Turkey, ensonhaber.com, has never published a title/news report in this style and yenisa\text{f}ak.com has only published 8 news reports in this style. The most interesting and maybe the most important result from these data is that, although ensonhaber.com does not publish news in this style, it is the most followed website in Turkey. This situation shows us that it is possible to become a news site that readers prefer without making news in this style (frightening, concerning, threatening etc.).

Within the scope of the study, the content of websites on weekends were not taken into consideration since they are updated less. During the 42 days of process when the news examination was conducted, it was observed that milliyet.com included this type of news the most in terms of proportion (14.28\%), and mynet.com included these news reports the most in terms of numbers (128 pieces). As it can be also understood from the research that, hurriyet.com.tr aimed readers to click these news reports more by presenting almost half of the news reports (47.9\%) that were written in this style by presenting them in gallery news style.

As it can be understood from the sample news that the news reports which were written and presented in this style were created with an understanding which is exaggerated, noncompliant in terms of title and content, tires the reader and even makes it difficult to read. While these news reports disappoint the reader,
they also cause journalism to be corrupted and deviated from its purpose. It is considered that this and these kind of studies carry great importance in terms of creating an occupational awareness.
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